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On the Home page, if you place your cursor over the Red Wheels title you will see this drop down menu:

Let me briefly summarise what each of those subsections cover:
Red Wheel Sites is an alphabetical list of all Red Wheel site - useful if you just want to browse. Each entry has a
summary of “what’s special” about that site and an image of its Red Wheel plaque.
Clicking any entry takes you to the detail of that site in our database, typically with a detailed description, photos,
bibliography, map showing its location etc.
Latest Red Wheels is the same content but listed in reverse chronological order, showing the most recent
announcements first, simply an alternative view, useful to see the latest unveilings.
About Red Wheels has the background to the programme, and further down the page it has an interactive Google
Map which shows the Red Wheel and Transport Heritage Site locations throughout the UK.
This may provide some of what you are asking for:
You can search for sites within a distance of a Postcode or Area - here are some examples:
This is the initial view that the map shows - centred pretty much on the centre of England:

If I search within a 20 mile radius of my home it looks like this:

Note that the map can be zoomed (using + and - in the bottom right hand corner), or moved around using the cursor.
It can also show Satellite view and Google Street View. By clicking on the box in the top right corner it will zoom to full
screen.
Here I have zoomed in on the centre of London:

Each if the Pins on the map is interactive, if I click on the Red Wheel pin in Docklands this is what happens:

It shows me what the site is, that it is a Rail related site, and invites me to view details by clicking - which takes you
straight to the entry in the database:

The same facility is also on the Home page, fairly near to the bottom of the page (scroll down to see it).
Search Heritage Sites takes you to the database search page which provides a number of powerful tools to help you
find sites that might appeal:

You can select Transport Modes that interest you - this can be a combination of modes, for example clicking Rail and
Water and Red Wheel Sites Yes shows this result - the first 4 of the 7 sites that meet those criteria (I have marked
where I ticked the boxes to get that search). The rest of these sites can be seen by scrolling down.

If one now clears the search (click X), you can do another search with different criteria - for example all the Road
related Red Wheel sites in London:

You can also do detailed search of the database to find entries that have certain words.
For example there are 34 entries that mention Brunel:

There are four sites that mention Brunel and Stephenson:

A word of caution, the search for Postcode/Area and Range does not currently work, it is bug being addressed by the
developers.
However, as mentioned above, that search does work on the Home Page and About Red Wheels page.
You can experiment with various searches clicking the various choices and see what results you get.
Remember to click the X to clear the previous search otherwise the various tick boxes will remain selected:

There are several other search facilities on the web site. If you click the magnifying glass on the Home page you will
see this page which explains what the searches are and how to access them:

Heritage Search is the search I have explained above.
I hope that helps, have fun:)

